Interchangeable Designer Bails

Hinged Bails
Hinged bails make any pendant
interchangeable. The secret is in the hidden
hinge that allows you add or remove a
pendant to suit your style. Attach your
creation to the ring and you’re ready to clip it
on your necklace.
Complete the Crystal and Petite Crystal bails
by selecting crystal colors from our assortment
of Swarovski® and glue-in. Buy only what you
need or keep several crystal colors and bails
on hand so you can create whenever you’re
inspired.
Available in two nickel-free plated finishes:
gold, rhodium, old copper and pewter.

Ideas to inspire...

Crystal Bail
Size: 16x6mm
crystals sold separately
Top: 2, PP15
Bottom: 1, PP10

Pewter
Old
Copper

Petite Crystal Bail

Size: 16x6mm

crystals sold separately
All: 4, PP10

Size: 13x3mm

Etched Bail

Hammered Bail

Petite Plain Bail

Size: 16x6mm

Size: 16x6mm

Size: 13x2mm

7mm

4mm

opening

opening

side hinge open

side hinge closed

side hinge closed

side hinge open

Generous sized opening allows you to clip
on large chains, omegas, multiple strands of
seedbeads, or between crystals or pearls.

Petite bails clip over thin chain, cable a
narrow omega, a few strands of
seedbeads, or between crystals or pearls.

All styles available in nickel-free plated: gold, rhodium, old copper
& pewter.

Adorn your pearls with a beautiful removable pendant.

Bail style: Crystal Bail
Skill level: easy
Time approx:
5
Crystals to glue:
3

Bail style: Petite Crystal Bail
Skill level: easy
Time approx:
5
Crystals to glue:
4

Crystals needed

Crystals needed

QTY

SIZE

1
2

pp10
pp15

(foil, pointback):

SHAPE

round
round

SWAROVSKI®
STYLE #

1028
1028

QTY

4

nickel

(foil, pointback):

SIZE

SHAPE

pp10

round

SWAROVSKI®
STYLE #

1028

Tools needed:
• jewelers tweezers or toothpick with wax or putty to pick up crystal
• 2-part epoxy, all purpose 5-minute (or longer) clear drying
How to:
• Mix glue per instructions. Apply small drop of glue to recessed bezel areas.
• Set in crystal and adjust to make sure crystal is level.
Hinged bails make any pendant interchangeable.
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